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Mr. Chairman

Your Excellencies the Ambassadors r; ,

Distinguished Representatives 6f'Member States of EGA

Observers, '.....-

Ladies and Gentlemen

I am indbed very: pleased to welcome all of you most heartily to the

sixth'meeting "Of'the Technical Preparatory Committee, of the Whble and to

Addis Ababa, the 'headquarters of the. Economic Cdtnftiission for Africa.

During the next three weeks, this historic city will host not only the

meeting of this Committee but also six other meetings culminating in

the Twentieth Session of the Commission and Eleventh meeting of:the

Conference of Ministers and the.,Fifth biennial pledging Conference ,to

the United Nations Trust, Fund Ifor African Development which will take

place from 25 to 29'-April 1985.

Let me before proceeding further, single but this early opportunity

to express our most sincere gratitude and appreciation to the Government

and people 6f Socialist-Ethiopia for agreeing to host these meetings at

short notice, given that--we had great difficulties in deciding on a venue.

The hosting of these meetings continues to reinforce our faith in the.

commitment of the Government and people of Socialist Ethiopia tp .supporting.

African economic development, co-operation and integration .35.well as their

readiness to accord generous hospitality for wluch. thei?:.,.gre.at country is

now well known. It therefore behoves me at this,juncture to.express our

thankfulness to Comrade Mersie Ejigu, Head of General,.Planning o£ the ./']■,

National Committee for Central Planning with the. rank of.Minister for ,,

sparing time to chair this meeting in spite of his normally crowded official

responsibilities. I would also like to express, through;the Minister,

to the Government and people of Socialist Ethiopia, our.appreciation for

their provision of excellent facilities and services without which our

tasks at this meeting would have been difficult to discharge. 1"';
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Mr. Chairman

Distinguished Delegates :

Ladies and Gentlemen "'['"'

This meeting o£ TEPCOW is important not just because it will discharge,

the mandatory role which requires it to undertake the groundwork for the; -.-.

annual meeting of the EGA Conference of Ministers of Planning and Development

but, more importantly, because of the persistent climate of the critical

economic crisis in Africa against which the Committee must necessarily

perform its functions and formulate appropriate recommendations to the

Ministers. '■ - ■ ■'■': '"'.'■■■

It will be recalled that, las^.year,'this Committee worked out the; n;

Special Memorandum by. the.ECA Conference. 6f Ministers on-Africa's Economic-..

and Social Crisis- which was adopted, at.ithe Nineteenth Session;of the , ■:

Commission held in Addis Ababa from 24 to 28 May 1984 and was subsequently .

presented to the 1984 Second Regular Session of the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations and the Twentieth Ordinary'^Session of the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African

Unity which was held in Addis Ababa from 12 to"15 November 1984. ;

The Special Memorandum, which was also presented to :*the General

Assembly in 1934> :;has since, become a basic document: which is being used :.-■■■

by .ail organizations ; and ..agencies interested in contributing to the,

common effort of containing the ravages .of'the African economic and social

crisisv: Nevertheless, as you are all no doubt" aware-, the economies of

African countriesj in spite of national, regional and international-

efforts made within the framework: of the.:Memorandums are still in a

critical state. The:.mammoth and unprecedented economic and social ; - ;■>.--.

problems facing the countries have continued unabated to the extent that-w

the very survival of their societies is. now threatened. And as you all

know, the situation-,-because of the: gravity bf the attendant problems and



sufferings, had long assumed emergency dimensions of great and common concern

not only in Africa but also the international community at large.

As I recently pointed out in my address to'the Forty-first Session

of the Council of Ministers of the OAU held in Addis Ababa on 23 February 1985:

"Twenty-one countries with a total population of some 150 millipn,people

are still seriously'"affected by drought - 2.-of these are in North Africa;

2 in Central Africa:v W'iri East Africa, and 6 each in Southern and W£st'Africa.

The food aid requirements of these countries are now estimated af 6.66"*1million,;

tons, of which known pledges as of last mon;th are 4.4 million tons ^ tlius. \..

leaving a balance o£ 2.1 million tons. .■ Almost 10 million people have be^n

displaced as a result of the drought. The problem of adequate and efficient .

logistic support - transport; storage .and distribution - is still as vivid

today as it was last year. Indeed...the projected sharp increases' in f&o'd-aid ■,

requirements for 1935 will impose additional strains on logistics capacity.m

And with 12 out of the 21 drought-affected and, food-aid dependent countries .-

being landlocked', the problems of limited take-off, capacity ah^d congestion, :

not to mention the serious inland transport and transit bottlenecks;;'will

become aggravatieci',';

But this only underlines the. drought-induced aspect of the emergency

situation. It does hot refer to the other facets of the problem Which,

in my address to the International Development Conference in Washington D.C. .

on 21 March 1985, I had .christened the seven Ds of the African;:Development

Problematique, namely'j'-Bemography, Drougfit and Desertification/Depen^encyj

Disequilibrium, Debt arfd*Destabilization. The combined impact of all these ■

has produced what I furthel" called "the paralysis of multiple debilitating -i^-r.

crises" in Africa. Thus s apart from the devastating impact of drought1 and ;

desertification, there are a host of^demographic factors, particularly' the

rapid rate of population growth, the mal-distribution of the population andr-

the rapid .rate of urbanization which constitute a daunting challenge : to ■■-.■ '■

African development now arid in the years ahead. v.The^_, there is the debt



syndrome which has been worsened by the appreciation of the value of the

United States dollar and the rise in interest ratess both of which have

increased the debt servicing burden of all African countries.

Furthermore, the indebtedness of these countries has not been made

lighter by the fact that today, the African economy is par excellence dependent

and excessively externally-oriented. It is still very dependent on. foreign

factor inputs and on external market conditions for the sale of its exports.

The decolonization; of its economy has not taken root* It continues to suffer

from a series of serious diseqiiilibria which have widened the gap between

promise and performance and hampered the abilities of the governments to

satisfy the needs and expectations of the population. While this poor

economic performance has provided breeding grounds for political discontents

crimes, riots and insecurity, it also goes without saying that political

instability whether generated internally or from abroad,, has contributed to

the continued degeneration of the African economic performance.

Let me at this juncture.add that complex and insurmountable as the -

genesis of our economic problems might bes there are still other important1 ■'■

dimensions which must be addressed rigorously in order to install good and;

effective economic management at the national, sub-regional and regional^

levels. As I had pointed out before at another venue, poor management of

our national economies and of our natural and fiscal resources has been

common. Weak intercountry linkages through lack of effective and dynamic

sub-regional and regional co-operation and poor manifestation of political

will have, cumulatively and in concert with all other variables indicated*

militated against the progress of our economies and the elimination of the

vicious circle of poverty amongst our people.

There is therefore no room for complacency, inactivity or despair. ; -■ ■■

Our governments must redouble their efforts and rise up to the occasion by

vigorously pursuing policies and programmes which could tackle the current



^emergency^rofclems in the short am' and the more intricate problem of

structural adjustments for self-reliant-and self-sustaining development

in the medium and long run perspective. In this regard, I must reiterate

that'the choice and Application of appropriate measures and strategies must

continue to be animated and guided by "the basic principles and philosophy

of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos which are still as

valid and relevant to our economic situation as they were when the Plan

and the Act were first adopted by our Heads of State and government five

years ago in Lagos. You who prepared the draft of the Plan know only too

well what I am talking about.

Moreover, in preparing,, your recommendations on the African economic

and social crisis, to the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic

planning an4 development,, you should also bear in mind that the Twentieth

Assembly,;of Heads , qf State and government of the OAU held in Addis Ababa

from 12.to IS November .1984 expressed concern abdut the worsening economic

situation and decided by resolution AHG/I32(XX) on economic problems in

Africa to devote the Twenty-first Summit mainly to a consideration of.

economic matters and consequently established a Steering Committee of seven

member States insisting of Algeria, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Nigeria,

Senegal, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. This Committee was charged with the

responsibility ti£-preparing the basic documents for the Economic Summit,

workiug';.through-the OAU Council of Ministers with'the technical support"
of the OAU and"-ECA: Secretariats. "" ' " ! """

Now, since December 1984, OAU and EGA have been working together to

prepare.for the meeting of the Steering Committee which, as you probably

know, met frorr, 12 to 14 February 1985 to consider the work submitted to it

by the. preparatory meeting of Experts of the Ministerial Steering Committee

which had earlier met from 4 to 9 February 1985. it was on the basis of

the background documentation provided by the OAU and EGA Secretariats that

the meeting of experts was able to recommend a draft agenda covering ■
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the major socio-economic .issues that our governments have to address to deal

with the critical condition of their economies. ■ ■.'!■■'

Furthermore, when the Council of Ministers of the OAl) held its Forty-

firs't session and examined ths provisional agenda prepared'by the Steering

Committee, it decided to involve the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible

for economic planning and development in the preparation for the Summit.

In operative paragraph 3 of resolution CM/Res.963(XLI), the Council-

specifically called on the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for

planning to focus its deliberations on the issues addressed.in the

provisional draft agenda for the Summit and to recommend concrete measures

to be taken, including proposals for follow-up and monitoring. In effect,

therefore, the Council called on the Technical Preparatory Committee of the

Whole, in exercise of its normal mandate of-preparing the background for

the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for economic planning and

development, to deliberate and make recommendations on the agenda of the

OAU Summit. _ . .

Also, because of the continuing and deepening Impact of the crisis,

the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations at its organizational

session on S February 1985,, in accordance v/itli its Decision 19SS/1O7,

resolved to give priority consideration at its 1985 second regular session ■

to reviewing" the immediate and long-term.aspects o£ the critical economic ■

situation in Africa and the follow-up of the response by the international

community and the United Nations system.

Consequently, the forthcoming ECA Conference of Ministers responsible

for economic planning and development has before it two requests; the first

from the'OAU Council of Ministers and the second from ECOSOC, to deliberate '

on the critical economic problems of Africa and propose concrete measures

for dealing with them. Accordingly, TEPCOW has to respond to these two

extremely important requests in its preparation for the Conference :

of Minister.. >■■'■ '":" '■■
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In order to guide the Committee, we at the ECA secretariat, have restructured

your original provisional agenda which was prepared before the 41st session of

the OAU Council of Ministers was held, to take full account of first, the item,s

established by the Steering Committee for the Twenty-first Summit and second,

of those in the agenda for the second regular session of the Economic and

SociAl Council to be held in July 1985.

Accordingly, the agenda ■■ha's" been organized in four parts. In part t, ■

the Committee will deal with the review of developments since the Commission's

last session in May 1984. This includes, among other issues, a review of

the economic situation, the state of food and agriculture and the outcome of

the deliberations online crisis at the 1984 summer session of ECOSOC, the

39th session/.of<-:the General Assembly and -the 26th Summit of the OAU.

The Economic.issues coming before the 21st Summit of the Assembly of Heads

of State and ■ Government ■■ of the OAU as agreed by the 41st session of the "

Council. o£ Ministers, constitute Part II of the Agenda and cover the following '

four main fundamental areas: " ■ : ■

1. Assessment and measures for; accelerated implementation of the Lagos

Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos. . .. - -. .

2. Special programme of action for improvement of the food situation

and rehabilitation of agricultural development in Africa.

3. External debt and its management

4. Proposals for a common platform for action among OAU member States,

at the international level and in relation to the economies of the

Front-line States vis-S-vis the destabilization policies of

South Africa.



In Part IIIS the Committee will consider as part of the items coming

before the second regular session of ECOSOC in July 1935, the immediate.and

long-term aspects of the critical economic situation in Africa as .well as

the follow-up of the response by the international community and the

United Nations system. And finally, the focus in Part IV will be on the

statutory responsibilities of the Conference as they relate mainly to the

subsidiary organs of ECA. In particular, the Report of the Annual Sessions

of the MULPOCs which are responsible for promoting subregional economic

developments, cooperation an<£ integration deserves some serious attention; > ,

Besides, since your last, meeting in 1984, important policies and programmes?

of action have been formulated in several critical economic and social on':■ ^-.

sectors, such as population and development and the integration of women In

development. Relevant reports on these .are before you for your consideration. '

In general, I hope that your deliberations especially on parts I and ;

III of the agenda will profit from the contentsM the ECA/ADB Economic

Report on Africa, 1935, which we. publish today simultaneously in Addis Ababa

and Abidjan. This second report, in our annual joint effort, addresses

itself to the genesis and manifestations of the critical economic and social

situation,in Africa, and also proposes the initiation of appropriate policy

measures to deal with the growing crisis both at1the national1and international

spheres. . . ■ ; :

1 .. ■'" ■ ■■ -''■■

Mr, Chairman

Distinguished Delegates ' ''"'

Ladies and Gentlemen ... . : . ■ . .

This agenda for the consideration of the Committee is no doubt a,long

one. Given the short time available, it will certainly require the usual

maximum effort and devotion which has come to characterize the work of this

Committee in the past. I have no doubt that in discharging their responsibility,

members of the Committee will bring to their work the spirit of dedication,
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creativity and resourcefulness that should enable them to provide useful ,-, ,

guidelines ^and make concrete and impiementable: recommendations to their /■;.-;...:■ .:

ministers, TEPCOW has provedbeyond douhit: its capacity to rise to the;, .■■ ,:

challenge. It prepared the dra^t of the Lagos Plan of Action, in 1980, v-.: ,,

the Tripoli Declaration in 1982, the Addis rkbabsi ^Declaration, in 19&3 and.

the now famous Special Memorandum in 1984. Even the most bigoted cynic

cannot but admit the -proven capacity of. TEPCOW to reflect on the problems

of Africa and to. make proposals thereon. :■-.

As usual, my colleagues and I stand ready to assist the Committee in

every possd-ble way in discharging its onerous* responsibility^;. In this respect.,

the Secretariat has prepared documents on-eaeh item .of rthe agenda. We are

indeed sorry;for the lateness in producing^ and distributing these documents.

This was due to the re^orientation and.restructuring of the original :, ■-,..-

programme for the meeting which we had .to undertake because of the unanticipated

decisions of. the Council of Ministers of the OAU and ECOSOC.

Nevertheless, in preparing the documents .against the background of our

own expertise and experience,, we were fully aware that if realistic analysis

of the African economic situation were to be made objectively and

commensurate recommendations proposed to the ministers, the views in the

papears-^haye^ to be enx'iched with those of members of this Committee who are

experts in-their own rights and have more dntimate acquaintance with the,

problems of African; development especially at the national level. I. therefore

call upon the members of: the Committee to ,.address the contents of the documents

seriously and thereby throw light on the problems and solutions offered. ;

In terms of priority in formulating your recommendations, I am sure you

will agree with me that we cannot fault the Steering Committee in recommending

that precedence should be given to the food and agriculture sector.. Behind

most of our economic woes, notably the stagnation of the economies of many

African countries, is the poor performance of food and agriculture which is
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the dominant sector, production-wise and in terms of offering employment to

the majority of our people. Islot only has there been pronounced decrease,

in the annual average growth rates of agricultural production but alSG^and ■''■• ■

more serious s there'has been a substantial decrease in per capita food :->

production in the face of a rapidly growing population. Consequently, food

self-sufficiency ratio in Africa dropped from 98 per cent in the 1960s to;;,

86 per cent in 1980. Between 1980 and 1984, agricultural performance ■<• ■.

deteriorated'further. Over all, it was as low as 0,1'per cent and 1983 ; ■'■■■

and 1984 particularly recorded negative growth rates. -: ■;'■ . ■: ..

Your deliberations;, inthis respect, should fully take iirto account

the root causes of the'd'eclihe in food and agricultural production.

The domestic policies pursued in the past have constituted a disincentive i

for producers. Pricing'policies have turned domestic terms of■ trade against

agriculture and food production. Inadequate land tenure policies have ■ .■■>'■

failed to confer security of tenure and have therefore discouraged long-term ■:■■■

investment in land. Rural depopulation and the consequent denudation of

the area of its able-bodied young men who flock to the towns and cities,

has resulted in shortage of rural agricultural labour force. The prevailing

low productivity' per unit of land has a lot to do with the lack ot adequate

support for agricultural research on food crops and the technologies needed- ■

to produce them efficiently; Policies with regard to Africa's over-dependence-'

on rain and what to do when the rains fail have not been given sufficient '

attention. Without water conservation:policies/ inadequate and improper

water management-has made the region more vulnerable than any other to .- '

the vagaries o£ weather and climate. Equally-important has been the fact"

that our governments have been negligent of the fact that, climatic

aberrations apart, some of the other factors underlying the desertification

phenomenon are essentially man-made, arising from practices such as poor

cultivation methods, deforestation, and over-grazing of rangelands. To all

these, of course, should be added the fact that the continents as has been
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amply: .demonstrated by experien.ee from the current emergency situation^, suffers

from inadequate,.availability of necessary inputs such as fertilizers and..

agricu,Vtur,al:;tQOl.s. an& from a serious lack of. transport infrastmefcure,..:. ■ .

especially feeder roads, necessary for quick and efficient distribution of..

agricultural inputs and the marketing of agricultural products.

These and other deficiencies,must be addressed seriously and pragmatie^ally

if we are going .to succeed in bringing about, an agricultutral revolution vOr,...;

the-green. revolution whiclii we very much need,in.Africa. ; There is the;Keiores

the urgent need :for,a pal "Ley of 4iTect intervention in farming and .agrixiulifU.ral

..practices as well ;as .-in the area.pf animal: husbandry, management.and productivity.

Next to food and agriculture, the second major economic, issue requiring

urgent attention which was identified by the tSteering Committee is the problem

of the external indebtedness of African countries, which I had referred to
v...-j.>v t ?,(*.:■■ ■ : ;-'^ $'"■ !'.>' ■>■'.<■•-:.■■, ■.---..■• . ■ • . .■

earlier iu this statement. While certain in my mind that the debt crisis can
■■v-j-Ui ::/-'^-r;-y ; .-■ : : ■■ .-..■■ ■ . ■ ■ ■•. ■■ ■■■■.-■<■ ■■..■ ..-. ■■. -■■ ?-..-..-

be ameliorated principally through the collaboration and understanding ,of the

international creditor nations and financing institutions, I am equally convinced

that concerted national efforts have to be made to improve the situation.

Our governments should adopt more stringent fiscal policies to keep public.1

expenditure under control; they should adopt more realistic exchange- ra.tes

for African currencies; follow more aggressive export policies; and install

better and more efficient external debt management practices.

.At the regional level„ the need has long been felt for institutions that

would collectively deal with the fiscal problems.of African countries.. The

recent, intensification.of.these problems makes it necessary that this Committee

should consider.the matter and make recommendations, particularly on the need

to establish and/or strengthen existing payments and clearing arrangements' •,

that, ECA has .bee.n helping to create in different sub-regions.-o^Ari:ECA '.!■

secretariat progress■report on the establishment of the African'Monetary Fund

with proposals on-how the. Fund will, inter alia, provide our governments
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with the traditional balance-of-payments services, establish a system.; fpr

guaranteeing their.external loans/ and strengthen the African position in

international monetary and financial negotiations9 is before you for your

consideration. ■ . ■■;- ■. ,..

Although food and agriculture and foreign debt have been accorded top

priority by the Steering Committee, sight.was not lost of the fact that

there are other problems generated by other sectors of our economies.

It is therefore, vital that attention should be focused on these by assessing

.ithe;attendant problems either in isolation or in their relation to. the .

.integrated and:proper functioning of. the whole economy or its critical sectors.

For example, I had indicated earlier that in order to support and enhance

agricultural productivity, we clearly need to; formulate appropriate policies

and measures in such related and vital fields as transport and:communications,

industry, science and technology, and research and development. Other vital

sectors requiting critical analysis and oh which practical recommendations

should also be made include domestic and intra-African trade and finance1,

human resources, and population and development policies. ..-■.:■..

Mr. Chairman : ,:

Distinguished Delegates .

Ladies and Gentlemen, ■ . . . . . :

I have so far focused on aspects of the critical elements which should

guide the..Committee in making its recommendations.to the various competent

bodies, I cannot however terminate this, address without referring.to the vital

role of economic co-operation and integration and international assistance

in solving the African economic, crisis. Because^of the complexity of our

problems and the enormity of;the resources ..required to resuscitate our

economies, it goes without saying that while individual governments should

bear the primary burden of engineering socio-economic turnaround, collective

efforts are imperative at the sub-regional and. regional levels as well as

at the multinational level.



The harmonization of policies and programmes at these sub-regional and

regional levels will strengthen our negotiating positions, with economic :

groupings and; with the multinational organizations.■ ■■- A greater degree, of.,

success can be attained if we can pool our meagre resources and co-operate

to share technological know-how and to develop large scale projects in vital

fields' such as river and lake basin development in aid of higher food and

agricultural productivity;' the development of hydropower and other energy

;soiirces; the exploration and exploitation of the abundant natural

resources of the countries of the region; and active participation in the

sponsorship, support and use of joint institutions for the development of

human resburces, many of which the EGA has' helped to establish in the past

but are now in need of greater and sustainable support through participation

in the training and research activities of the institutions and through

financial contributions .for their up-keep. The final report o£ the Ad Hoc

Intergovernmental Committee on EGA and OAU sponsored institutions

established by the Conference of Ministers to study and make recommendations

on the co-ordination and harmonization of the activities of these institutions

for greater effectiveness of service and more rational utilization of

resources is presented for the consideration of the Committee.

But try hard as we may to install self-reliant and self-sustaining

development at all levels* African countries cannot go it alone because

the burden is heavy, complex and multidimensional. While the effort has to

start at home, success In establishing truly dynamic, self-reliant and

interdependent economies vin the region requires the support o£ the international

community. I hope your recommendations on the mobilization of resources ■■

will focus on the internal as well ais the external environment and ithat you ".

will recommend clear and specific actions to be taken separately and jointly

by the world community and, more importantly, by African governments and

institutions acting at the national, sub-regional and regional levels.

I hardly need to remind you of what I have admonished in several fora

many times before that aid and technical assistance should only help our
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countries in installing self-reliant and self-sustaining development as well, as

capabilities for the elimination of mass poverty''and ensuring Africa's full

and equitable participation in global negotiations and international decision-

making processes^ ' Consequently, we should continue, to insist that,aid, of

any kind to be meaningful should be given in consonance,with, our identified

national goals; interest! and priorities while, on our part* we should:endeavour

to ensure proper utilization of aid resources in keeping, not on;ly with the terms

of the agreement but also the principles of sound, rational and.efficient .-

resource"management./But above all, emergency aid, "important,., as it is,,

is not enough." Africa needs long-term development aid.to help
... t

economies on course

Finally,- it Will ^be amiss if I do not remind members of the Committee of

one other aspect o'f-their-important responsibility, which is that of also ''*'"

deliberating oil'the tok programme of "the £CA secretariat'and making appropriate

recommendations on its implementatibh1 as they see fit. Relevant reports on

rthe Implementation of work and priorities for the bienhium. igS4-i98S and

on the propose programme of worie and priorities for IsSe-i^Y' are submitted

for their consideration-'and T have no doubt that this aspect"oi their work '

will be discharged with the candour and objectivity it deserves.

Mr, Chairman-;'.' -" ^ ■- ■■ '■'■■ ' ' ; ' -:/'-- ■' : ■ ""■■ ' '■" '''-'■■■'''■■"

I must now, 2er__forces bring this statement to a close. It is only , ,.

left for me to wish you success and hope that out of.your deliberations will :

emerge guidelines and recommendations that will expedite the solutioiifof ,,...-.

Africans critical and unprecedented economic and social crisis. . ■

.1 thank- you for your attention"and wish you a most successful meeting. : "■


